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V.I. IV., No. 28 August 1, 1945

MISS JUNE ADEL HAMILTON of Cohattute, Mass., fiancee of T/Sgt Albert F Smith, Rep, and Mary Beigh, Akron, Ohio, friend of Opl Thomas Lynch, GM, are the latest entries in the Miss Rocville Contest.

THE FINANCE OFFICE will not exchange frank notes unless the soldier can show orders proving service in French Territory.

THE ROCVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE has received bids for the purchase of advertising space on the new Rocville water tank, visible for miles. Among the advertising:

ROBBINS' LITTLE WONDER
GALL SYRUP Mills
"Revo! Fall.." S.S. Beim

JONES' CHILD JOINT
African-American Kitchen
Sunday Special: Chicken in the Rough
"Fine Choc." PFC G. T. Davis

DON'T TAKE LYNCHITE UNTIL YOU TRY
BAXLEY'S BROWN BOMBERS

EMORY BRUSH & SOFT SOAP SUPPLY CO.
All Size Brushes Up To 12 Inch
Soft Soap in 5 Gallon Cans

KALCOY & MURRAY, SPORTING GOODS
"Without M & M Sporting Equipment, We Wouldn't Have Won the Pennant" --Bush Leaguers

AFRICAN-POGGY-WOOGLY
Fine Fine Pu Pu in Three Delicious Flavors: Yam, Plaintain & Cassava

THE BUCKET OF BLOOD
Very Fine From Wine
Choice Rubbing Alcohol
2d a Ka'apash
Our Customers Can't Complain

DRINK CLUNE LAGER
No Other Beer Like It

BERGLASS' BARGAIN BASEMENT
Gent's Furnishings

WHO DAT PFC IN GM who dashed his 1st Sgt a cigar and put up his shutters last week?

LEAGUE STANDINGS, AUGUST 2:

Jilted GIs 7 0 1,000
Small Boys 1 0 1,000
Bush Leaguers 7 1 .875
Duncan Fielders 6 1 .833
Rocs 6 2 .750
Wheaton's Headaches 4 2 .666
Ring-Hau Paddies 4 3 .750
Triple M 3 3 .500
Parker House Boys 3 5 .571
Bush Boys 1 2 .333
Thunderheads 1 6 .166
Men in White 0 7 .000

HITTING RECORDS

Kochanski, Rocs .615
Marchikitis, Jilted GIs .611
Briscoe, Wheaton's Headaches .600
Vortman, Jilted GIs .500
Duncan, Duncan Fielders .500

PITCHING RECORDS

Gwinn, Jilted GIs 5 0 1,000
Gargas, Wheaton's Headaches 3 0 1,000
Dear, Bush Leaguers 6 1 .888
Pfenning, Duncan Fielders 5 1 .833


THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:

"The ignorant man always adores what he cannot understand." -- Cesare Lombroso

DUNGAN FIELDERS beat Bush Leaguers 4-3 on Saturday but the game was finished under protest. A decision on this game will be made at the managers' meeting tonight at 1815 in the SCC. Rocs beat Parker House Boys 9-7. Yesterday Rocville All-Stars beat Wide-Awakes in an exhibition 4-2. Soboak and Wishart stood out for our side. TODAY: Wheaton's Headaches vs Bush Boys; Small Boys vs Thunderheads. TOMORROW: Triple M vs Jilted GIs, umps, La Forrest & Hilton; Men in White vs Ding-Hau Daddies, umps Gable & Mark.
ITALY: The aerial offensive against Italy which had almost ceased while the Allies waited for Badoglio to act on Gen Eisenhower's request for unconditional surrender, has been resumed with a heavy raid on Naples. The Naples attack was reported by the Rome radio, which continued to plead with the Italian people to trust the government's good faith and work for national unity. The only reports about conditions in Italy came from sources beyond the Italian borders. Swiss reports were that 3 million Italians have fled the cities for refuge in fear of an Allied offensive. British Middle East bases say that the Germans on Crete tried to disarm Italian troops there and prevent their return to Italy. One Italian unit was fired on by Germans; other Italian units were threatened, but the Italians stood firm. Demonstrations are reported in many large cities, with the crowds celebrating the fall of Fascism and also attacking Fascists, their organizations and buildings. The Swiss say that Count Ciano is held prisoner in the Chigi Palace, Rome. Italians reaching Switzerland say that half of the Italian battle fleet at Taranto fled to Pola Harbor where more than 100 units of the fleet are jammed in that north Adriatic port. An Italian radio station was broadcasting to Italian sailors, instructing them to scuttle the fleet rather than let the Germans seize it. In yesterday's news it was reported that Gen Eisenhower, in a broadcast to the Italian people, told them that six days had elapsed since Marshal Badoglio had taken over the government, and the new government had not responded to his request for surrender. Meanwhile, said Eisenhower, German troops have reinforced their positions in Italy. He warned all Italians to avoid munitions plants and other military targets, to save their lives, as the aerial warfare would be resumed. There were rumors that German troops were streaming through the Brenner Pass in the Alps into Italy, and had already taken complete control of the Istrian peninsula...

SICILY: Fierce resistance by the Germans in the Catania sector held the Allies to small gains. On the west, the Americans took five small towns, among them Sperrlinga and San Mauro Castelverde, both northeast of Nicosia, which is already in American hands. The 8th Army forced a crossing of the Dittaino River at the northern edge of the Catania Plain despite German artillery fire, and the 8th is holding this bridgehead under difficult conditions. U.S. planes raided road junctions behind the German lines, meeting no fighter opposition. Two British cruisers, accompanied by destroyers, shelled Crotone, on the toe of Italy, starting several fires. The ships suffered no casualties or damage, although they stood only four miles off shore...

EUROPE: The 9th USAF established 2 new records yesterday when they made the 2500 mile round trip in Liberators to bomb the oil refineries at Ploesti, Roumania. This was the longest mass bombing raid ever made and the first time a low level mass raid was made with heavy bombers. Maj Gen Brereton reported that he was satisfied that the oil center was seriously damaged, while the 2,000 airmen who made the raid said they doubted the Germans would be able to obtain the 189,000 tons of oil a day from here for some time to come. Germany obtains a third of her oil supply from this center. The Liberators attacked at levels of 100 to 50 feet, encountering heavy fighter and AA opposition. 51 enemy planes were destroyed, and 20 Liberators are missing. The raid started July 1 shows the Army will reduce its expenditures at least 6 billion, the Navy will increase by 4 billions, 2 billions of that going to the maritime commission. The 8th Army reports that the German troops are in disarray, after their retreat from Ploesti. The British Government has informed their diplomats in Turkey, Spain, Switzerland, Portugal, Argentina and the Vatican. The Soviet made similar representations in Ankara and Stockholm...
THE FINANCE OFFICE will not exchange franc notes unless the soldier can show orders proving service in French Territory.

THE ROCVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE has received bids for the purchase of advertising space on the new Rocville water tank, visible for miles. Among the advertising:

ROBBINS' LITTLE WONDER
GALL STONE PILLS
"Never Fall"--S.S. Bein

JONAS' CHILE JOINT
African-American Kitchen
Sunday Special: Chicken in the Rough
"Fine Shop"--Pfc G.J. Davis

DON'T TAKE DYNAMITE UNTIL YOU TRY
BAXLEY'S BROWN BOMBSERS

EMORY BRUSH & SOFT SOAP SUPPLY CO.
All Size Brushes Up To 12 Inch
Soft Soap in 6 Gallon Cans

MALLOY & MURRAY, SPORTING GOODS,
"Without N & M Sporting Equipment,
We Wouldn't Have Won the Pennant"---Bush Leaguers

AFRICAN PIGGLY-WOGGLY
Fine Fine Fu Fu in Three Delicious Flavors: Yam, Plaintain & Cassava

THE BUCKET OF BLOOD
Very Fine Flam Wine
Choice Rubbing Alcohol
2d a Kalash
Our Customers Can't Complain

DRINK CLUB LAGER
No Other Beer Like It

BERGLASS' BARGAIN BASEMENT
Gent's Furnishings

WHO DAT PFC IN QM who dashed his 1st Sgt a cigar and put up his shutters last week?

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
"The ignorant man always adores what he cannot understand." ---Cesare Lombroso

DUNCAN FIELDERS beat Bush Leaguers 4-3 Saturday but the game was finished under protest. A decision on this game will be made at the managers' meeting tonight at 1815 in the SOS**Roos beat Parker House Boys 9-7. Yesterday Rocville All-Stars beat Wide-Awakes in an exhibition 4-2. Sobzak and Wistar stood out for our side. TODAY: Wheaton's Headaches vs Bush Boys; Small Boys vs Thunderheads. TOMORROW: Triple Ms vs Jilted GIs, umps, Le Forrest & Hilton; Men in White vs Ding-Hau Daddies, umps Cable & Mark.

LEAGUE STANDINGS, AUGUST 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jilted GIs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Boys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Leaguers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Fielders</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roos</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheaton's Headaches</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding-Hau Daddies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Ms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker House Boys</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Boys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderheads</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men in White</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HITTING RECORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Batting Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kachamusk, Roos</td>
<td>.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marchikitis, Jilted GIs</td>
<td>.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briscoe, Wheaton's Headaches</td>
<td>.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorthman, Jilted GIs</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan, Duncan Fielders</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PITCHING RECORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gwinn, Jilted GIs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorgan, Wheaton's Headaches</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Bush Leaguers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfennig, Duncan Fielders</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW to Pvt Charles F Streeck, III, Rep; Cpl Robert K Johnson, Rep 2; Cpl Harold A Lundell, Rep 2; T/Sgt Roland F Nagle, Rep 2.
ITALY: The aerial offensive against Italy which had almost ceased while the Allies waited for Badoglio to act on Gen Eisenhower's request for unconditional surrender, has been resumed with a heavy raid on Naples. The Naples attack was reported by the Rome radio, which continued to plead with the Italian people to trust the government's good faith and work for national unity. The only reports about conditions in Italy came from sources beyond the Italian borders. Swiss reports were that 3 million Italians have fled the cities for refuge in fear of an Allied offensive. British Middle East Htrrs say that the Germans on Crete tried to disarm Italian troops there and prevent their return to Italy. One Italian unit was fired on by Germans; other Italian units were threatened, but the Italians stood firm. Demonstrations are reported in many large cities, with the crowds celebrating the fall of Fascism and also attacking Fascists, their organizations and buildings. The Swiss say that Count Ciano is held prisoner in the Chigi Palace, Rome. Italians reaching Switzerland say that half of the Italian battle fleet at Taranto fled to Pola Harbor where more than 100 units of the fleet are joined in that North Adriatic port. An Italian radio station was reported broadcasting to Italian sailors, instructing them to scuttle the fleet rather than let the Germans seize it. In yesterday's news it was reported that Gen Eisenhower, in a broadcast to the Italian people, told them that six days had elapsed since Marshal Badoglio had taken over the government, and the new government had not responded to his request for surrender. Meanwhile, said Eisenhower, German troops have reinforced their positions in Italy. He warned all Italians to avoid munitions plants and other military targets, to save their lives, as the aerial warfare would be resumed. There were rumors that German troops were streaming through the Brenner Pass in the Alps into Italy, and had already taken complete control of the Istrian peninsula...

SICILY: Fierce resistance by the Germans in the Catania sector held the Allies in small gains. On the west, the Americans took five small towns, among them Sperrlinga and San Mauro Castelverde, both northwest of Nicosia, which is already in American hands. The 8th Army forced a crossing of the Bittano River at the northern edge of the Catania Plain despite German artillery fire, and the 8th is holding this bridgehead under difficult conditions. US planes raided road junctions behind the German lines, meeting no fighter opposition. Two British cruisers, accompanied by destroyers, shelled Crotona, on the toe of Italy, starting several fires. The ships suffered no casualties or damage, although they stood only four miles offshore...

EUROPE: The 9th USAF established 2 new records yesterday when they made the 2500 mile round trip in Liberators to bomb the oil refineries at Ploesti, Romania. This was the longest mass bombing raid ever made and the first time a low level mass raid was made with heavy bombers. Maj Gen Brereton reported that he was satisfied that the oil center was seriously damaged, while the 2,400 airmen who made the raid said they doubted the Germans would be able to obtain the 13,000 tons of oil a day from here for some time to come. Germany obtains a third of her oil supply from this center. The Liberators attacked at levels of 100 to 50 feet, encountering heavy fighter and AA opposition. 51 enemy planes were destroyed, and 20 Liberators are missing, believed shot down. Not all our planes have returned to base. USAF and RAF planes broke all records in their July operations: They dropped more than 26,000 tons of bombs on Axis positions; the RAF made 13 big night raids; USAF Fortresses more than 10 major day raids; RAF lost 186 bombers, compared with 270 in June; USAF lost 109 against 83 in June. USAF made a new record with 6 big assaults in 7 days...

WASHINGTON: USAF celebrated their 36th anniversary. Commanding Gen Arnold announced that since the 1st of this year the USAF had flown 100,000 combat flights. The War Dept will offer for sale the 3000 room Stevens Hotel in Chicago, used for Air Force training. The AF moves out August 15. National budget for fiscal year started July 1 shows the Army will reduce its expenditures at least $5 billion, the Navy will increase by 4 billions, 2 billions of that going to the maritime commission. The US State Dept and the British Government have informed their diplomats in Turkey, Spain, Switzerland, Portugal, Argentina and the Vatican State that giving sanctuary to war guilty Axis leaders would be inconsistent with policies for which the United Nations are fighting. The Soviet made similar representations in Ankara and Stockholm...
**WH® DAY**
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Vol. IV, No. 80 August 4, 1943

**HAVING ESCAPED A**
plane crash that killed 2 of his crew mates in N. Africa, Pfc John Hanley of the ATO is resting at his home, 1571 N. Scotland Rd, Slingerlands, N.Y.

"Pfc Hanley, who was a flier before the war, was crew chief when the plane crashed... With badly injured legs and eyes, Pfc Hanley admits he was lucky to get away with his life.

"A pet leopold cub was caught mattheagle but because he was so vicious he had to be turned back... we used to see lots of snakes over 15 feet long... I was the only one who didn't get malaria..."

"After 3 months at the base hospital, he is home for a 30-day convalescent leave and expects to go back into service in July.

---The above item appeared in the Knickerbocker News, Albany, N.Y., June 21. Pfc Hanley was in Rep 2, and spent most of his African service in the hospital at this base. He was shipped home for further hospitalization. Please don't confuse Pfc Hanley with T/Sgt John Hanley, Sup 2, a man who doesn't draw the long bow.

THREE MORE ENTRIES for the Miss Rocville contest are: Mrs. Gladys Wishart, wife of S/Sgt John V. Wishart, Rep 2, of Detroit; Miss Irene Fried, of Assumption, Ill., friend of S/Sgt Charles C. King, Hq., of Shelbyville, Ill.; Miss Etta Jane Martin, of Galesburg, Ill., sweetheart of Cpl. James E. Melvin, Sup 2, of Hunterville, Ill.

Only 6 more days left for entries. The pictures can be of any size.

MOVIES: Tonight, A Cowboy in Manhattan. Bushtown, A Night To Remember, with Loretta Young and Brian Ahern.

TRIPLE MS outfit jilted BIs but were beaten, 7-2; both their rugs were accounted lor by Freuss' homer in the 2nd. Men in White finally won a game, whippin' Ding-Hau 11-5. (There is an ugly rumor that the Cocks on the Men in White team gave the Ding-Haus half rations, to weaken them for the struggle.) Storer with 2 hits and excellent work afield stood out for the victors while Ward with 3 for 3 starred for Ding-Hau. TODAY: Rocks vs Thunderheads; Duncan Fielders vs Bush Boys. TOMORROW: Wheaton's Headaches vs Parker House Boys, umps Beatty and Starr; Small Boys vs Bush Lu guers, umps Gauthier & Duncan.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Capt Norman Tohn; T/Sgt George C. Kurz, Hq.; S/Sgt Har. E. Stenzel, Rep; Pfc Emerson W. Nelson, Rep 2; Cpl George L. Turner; Rep 2.

WAITING FOR OWNERS are these items found in the Laundry: Khaki shirt, 15-32; khaki pants, 30-35; #W-3978; 3 pr wool sox; 3 pr cotton sox; 2 undershirts, #8812.

LOST: Brown leather billfold, containing money order and 50$, and souvenir coins. Reward, Sgt. Norman E. Williams, Ser Sq.

PLEASE RETURN coca-cola bottles to the PX. The supply is being held up for want of bottles.
SICILY: The Allied advance continued, and now threatens the road to Messina, Allied troops being now within 5 miles of Adrano. Capture of this place would punch a breach in the right flank of the enemy's front. Yesterday's successes were described in more detail by the SSD news: The German line around Mt Etna was breached by Canadian troops occupying the center of the front. They took Regalbuto and joined the British 8th Army in pounding the Catania Plain. The Axis right flank then crumbled under attacks by the US 7th Army, which captured the Axis strongholds of Cerami and Capuzzi, and then stormed and took Troina. The 8th took Centuripe 5 miles southeast of Regalbuto after fierce street fighting. Reggio de Calabria, on the Messina straits opposite Messina, was bombed by RAF Halifaxes and Liberators, large fires being started.

RUSSIA: Moscow reports signs of the German cracking on the Orel front, and adds that the Nazis are in full and fast retreat. The Russians are now 5 miles from Orel, and the escape corridor from the Orel salient has been narrowed to 13 miles. The Russians are using the German blitzkrieg tactics of bypassing German strongholds with forces of motorized infantry, and then clearing the area of resistance. Some of these are 1½ miles long and may have been used as troop carriers. An Allied heavy bomber on reconnaissance damaged two enemy vessels which are believed to be destroyers.

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC: Americans forces have squeezed the Jap defenders of Munda into an area 4 square miles. Allied forces have reached a point on the eastern end of the airfield while another unit has gained positions on the slopes of a hill 1½ miles inland to the northeast. The Japs still hold the crest of the hill. In the Bairoka area, Jap resistance has stiffened, and the Americans have made no progress there. Allied planes knocked out 29 Jap barges yesterday, bringing the toll in the past 10 days to 200 sunk or crippled. Some of these are 1½ feet long and may have been used as troop carriers. An Allied heavy bomber on reconnaissance damaged two enemy vessels which are believed to be destroyers.

EUROPE: The British Air Minister said that the area in Hamburg devastated by Allied bombing is 7 times greater than the devastated area in London devastated by Nazi bombers. A Danish consular official was quoted as saying that more than 200,000 lost their lives in the bombing of Hamburg. British escort vessels and planes sank 2 and possibly 3 U-boats, and foiled an attack by a pack of 25 to 30 U-boats on a big Allied convoy. The defense of the convoy was so successful the U-boats were unable to launch their attack. At Istanbul, Turkey, an eyewitness of the Allied aerial attack on Ploesti, Romania, said that Germans and Romanians were still fighting the fires in the Ploesti oil fields. Lt Col Cass S Hough, USAF, received the DFC for flying faster than the speed of sound, over 750 miles an hour. Col Hough made 2 record dives; once taking a P-38 from 43,000 feet in a power dive for almost 5 miles before leveling off, then taking a P-47 from 39,000 feet to 18,000 feet. Speeds of the dives is a military secret, but they were faster than the speed of light.

UNITED STATES: A Flying Fortress on a flight from North Africa to Naples will use enough gas on a single trip to drive a small car almost 20,000 miles at 18 mph, a Senate Committee was told by Dr R R Sayers, Director of the US Bureau of Mines, when he urged development of synthetic fuel supplies by the government. Shell Oil Co has developed a new light weight portable steel pipe line, flexible it can be bent around trees. It will be used to pipe oil and water to advancing troops. One of the Washington's swankiest hotels, the Shoreham, will raise 4,000 chicks in one of its buildings formerly used for teaching Shakespearean drama. When the chicks get big, they will be moved to the hotel's Maryland farm. The ice shortage in Shreveport, La., is so acute that it is being rationed at the rate of 12½ lbs per person per day. The city is also having a beer famine. The Nazi pilot, Lt Hans Peter Krug, who escaped from a Canadian prison camp and was sheltered in Detroit by Max Stephen, now serving a life term for treason, has escaped again, this time in a pair of swimming trunks, while swimming.
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DEPT OF NO COMMENT: Lt Jonas, the Mess Officer, receiving Vitamin Pills from home.

SHORTAGE OF SPACE yesterday kept us from crediting the boys who made the donuts for Tuesday’s Bingo Party. Two cooks, Cpl Douglas, Hq and Sgt Lark, QM, worked in their free time, with these volunteer KFs: Cpl Dawson, Rep; Pfc Davis, Ser; Pfc Ketterer, Ser; Sgt Miller, Rep; Cpl Till, Rep and Cpl Hutchinson, Rep 2.

YESTERDAY’S SSD NEWS reported that Lt Col Hough made two power dives, taking a P-38 from 43,000 ft for 5 miles, and a P-47 from 39,000 to 18,000 ft. According to the SSD news, “exact speeds of both dives are military secret though it can be revealed that they were faster than speed of light.” Evidently this was meant to read “speed of sound,” which is approximately 809 mph; the speed of light is 186,000 mps. The 1943 World Almanac gives the speed record for level flight as 469 mph, made by Fritz Wendel, Germany, in 1939.

ANOTHER QUESTION raised was about the number of people killed in the Hamburg raids. A Danish Consular official, according to SSD news, estimated that 200,000 people had been killed in Hamburg. The 1943 Almanac gives Hamburg’s population as 1,682,220, which would mean 11% had been killed. In the first three years of the war, in Greater London, 20,000 were killed, a city of a population of 8,700,000, or about .002%. The Hamburg raids devastated an area 7 times greater than the area devastated in London. The Danish Consular official’s estimate comes from London, and his source of information is not stated.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
“He who wears his morality but as his best garment were better naked.”
---Kahlil Gabran

MOVIES: Tonight, no show. Bushtown: Human Comedy, with Mickey Rooney and Fran Morgan.

FR. OWEN McCOY, Catholic Chaplain to the British Forces, who did missionary work in this region for 8 years, will speak on missionary activities among local tribes at Bushtown Library tonight at 1900. The lecture is under the auspices of the Guild of St Louis. All are invited.

MEN INTERESTED in radio broadcasting will meet tonight in the SSO at 1900.

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS will be heard in our PX tonight at 1930.

ROCS BEAT THUNDERHEADS, 14-2, Riley allowing but 2 hits for the Weathermen. Duncan Fielders 11, Bush Boys 3, no protests today. Praise the Lord and keep the rule book handy. Sgt De Beck got 3 for which mention should keep him hitless ft the next 2 games. TODAY: Wheaton’s Headaches vs Parker House Boys; Small Boys vs Bush Leaguers. TOMORROW: Triple Ms v. Bush Boys, umps La Forrest & Mark; Men in White vs Thunderheads, umps Hilton & Gable.

CHOIR REHEARSAL tonight at 1900 in the Group Chapel.
ALLIES TAKE CATANIA

THE 8TH ARMY ENTERED CATANIA this morning, capturing the eastern anchor of the strong Axis line. Americans were 5 miles outside of Adorno and the Allies now have a wedge driven into the Axis positions around Mt Etna. Americans made another advance on the north coast, which appears to place them about San Fartello. Allied warships are shelling the roads on the north and northeast coast, threatening Axis communications from Messina to the front. (The map shows the battle line of July 23, running from below Catania, to Enna, to Palermo, to Marsala. The upper dotted line shows the front as of today, running from Catania to Gerbini, Centruipe, Regalbuto, Troina, to about S. Fartello.) American warships were shelling Cape Orlando, 43 miles from Messina; British destroyers shelled Taormina and Allied warships were patrolling Messina Strait.

ITALY: A special meeting of the Badoglio cabinet was called. The Rome radio began violent attacks on the Allies, and continued defiant in face of Allied requests for surrender. A special commission will investigate the acquisition of wealth and property of all who held political-power or offices during the Fascist regime, and it was inferred that this property will be returned to the State...

RUSSIA: The Red Army took Orel, entering that city after it had been held by the Germans for 2 years. Its capture removes Moscow from constant threat and clears the railroad from Orel to Kursk in the south. The Germans jumped off from Orel to push the Kursk salient further to the south, but Russian counterattacks turned into a Russian offensive. After destroying all matériel and then retreating to better positions, the German radio reports, their forces retired from Orel. The Russians report them falling back to the northwest all along the Orel front, and add that they may have to fall back 75 miles to Bryansk. In the Belgorod sector the Red Army advanced 6 miles, and on the upper Donets they improved their positions southwest of Voroshilovgrad...

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC: With the Japs making a yard-by-yard defence of Munda airfield, Americans had pierced the eastern end of the field, advanced up the slopes of a hill, took it, and moved down the slopes toward Munda. In aerial fighting over Munda, 13 out of 15 Jap planes were shot down, with the loss of 2 Allied planes.

UNITED STATES: The War Dept revealed that 521 American heavy and medium bombers escorted by 100 fighters made the raid on Rome, dropping 1100 tons of bombs in the heaviest daylight raid of the war. 3 planes were lost, and the crew of one had been rescued...21% of the WAVs at Ft Custer, Mich, took honorable discharges before the Army officially takes over the WAVs. They were said by the Army Public Relations Officer to be wives of soldiers destined for overseas duty who are still in the States. No WAV resigned to take a higher paying civilian job. In 3 years of draft law, 377 men were convicted of dodging; in the first year of World War 1, there were 10,000 prosecutions...A new automatic lung enables fliers to stay in the stratosphere twice as long...
Why does still put up two GI blankets around his cot each night representing the "Walls of Jericho". Couldn't be he wants privacy, or could it?

T/Sgt. Left of Bethlehem, Pa., and T/3rd Arthur Touretz, the Brooklyn Sharpie have lost their娘家 Mae and Joe. The birds passed away when winter set in, but they were buried with full military honors by Steve, our houseboy.

T/5th George Kurz, the Bayonne Troubadour has his own private garden around hut B-6. He sweats out a package of seeds in the mail about once each week. Really adds beauty to the old homestead; doesn't it?

Overheard in the mess hall a few weeks ago: "Sgt. Mc Kenna, Hq. to Cpl. Cummings, Hq. - quote,"For a guy who complains about the food so much you eat more than any two men put together! Seems to be a rivalry between Vaccari and Cummings as to who can eat the most.

Nominations for biggest rumor spreaders in the group, Cpl. Cummings, Hq. and Cpl. Siejo, Sup 2. (Ed. Note, "so far Cummings has 99% wrong.

There's an ill wind blowing around in hut B-3 and everyone is seeking its direction.
PARKERHOUSE BOYS nosed out Wheaton's Headaches 6 to 5 in a final inning rally with Martenson, Sartarsiero and Smith driving in the winning tallies. Small Boys came close to upsetting the Bush Leaguers but Pitcher Cable weakened in the last inning and walked in the winning run. TODAY: Triple M's vs Bush Boys and Men in White vs Thunderheads. TOMORROW: Ding-Hau vs Rocs, umps Rankin and Lindaman, and Jilted GI's vs Duncan Fielders, umps Warren and Pigue.

NEW INTERESTED in radio broadcasting will meet 1930 tonight at Special Service building, old Camp.

LATEST STYLES as modeled by "Hank" Saddoris at the movies recently-fatigue pants, khaki shirt and tie, OD hat, field jacket and mosquito boots.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: "If you can't be good, be careful"—Schlobohm.

WAR NEWS

SOUTH PACIFIC: Munda Airfield on New Georgia Island was captured by American troops today, after 35 days of hard fighting. The final assault followed the use of flame throwers against pill boxes. Munda field gives the Allies a base for use against Vila-on-Kolombangara island and other key positions in northern Solomons. The fleeing Japs left large stores of food, clothing, damaged guns and several aircraft. Thirteen of 18 Zeros attacking Rendova island were shot down. Col. Royal L. Gervais just back from the south Pacific reported more than 40,000 Japs were killed in their effort to hold Guadalcanal. Approximately 1500 escaped and 500 were taken prisoner of the 42,000 men there.

RUSSIA: The capture of Belgorod and Orel enemy strongholds on opposite flanks of the Kursk bulge by Soviet Armies was announced today. The fall of Belgorod imperils the German hold on the important base of Kharkov, taken by the Russians last winter but given up after a German counter offensive. The greater part of the Orel garrison of a quarter million men apparently made good its retreat but Russians claim thousands of Nazis are being surrounded in small groups.

SICILY: Following the capture of Catania yesterday, the German rear guard has retreated eighteen miles north for a possible stand in mountain positions. British forces now dominate the highway circling Mt. Etna with the seizure of Centuripe. The American 7th Army in the north has advanced about eight miles beyond Coronia near San Fratello. American and Canadian forces further south are advancing toward Adrano. American warships are pounding enemy defenses along the north coast. Sec. of War Stimson reported American casualties in Sicily up to July 22 as numbering 501 killed, 8,870 wounded and 2,270 missing. British losses are said to be slightly higher than ours. Axis prisoners number about 100,000, the majority of which are Italians.

EURBPE: German and Swedish Governments in a joint communique announced that transit of German war supplies across Swedish territory will end Aug. 20. Rumania, the Budapest radio announced that new air raid precautions have been installed.

UNITED STATES: Detroit-The Federal Grand Jury has indicted Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corp. and three supervisory employes on five counts, charging sabotage of aircraft parts for US and Great Britain. The Government charges are that imperfect aluminum castings were welded or hammered to conceal defects. FBI chief in Detroit says defects apparently were disguised because of the desire of men to avoid deductions in bonus money due to rejected castings. Washington-Government financed war facilities program to build plants and machinery to win the war is more than four-fifths complete, with ammunition and explosives plants ninety-five percent complete at the end of June and synthetic-rubber program 61 percent. Sutton, West Va.-Ten persons are dead, six missing and property damage estimated at one and a half million dollars when flood waters swept mountain settlements.

ONTARIO: Flier Lieutenant Peter Krug has been recaptured at a railway station after his escape Monday night from a prison camp. This was his second attempt.
STAFF


Ah, YOU LUCKY, LUCKY PEOPLE! Today, the Fightin' Finance takes over No Dat, with yours truly, S/Sgt. George R. Schlobohm, acting as guest editor, and my colleague, T/Sgt. John A. Heft taking care of the war news. It's a pleasure folks, I assure you.

ONE GI WHO REALLY GOES FOR THE FOOD HERE in a big way is Pvt. Al Vaccari, of Jamaica, N.Y. He just goes from ear to ear when he walks around the mess hall with a tray full of food. Neva had it so good, did you, Al?

PFC JANES-FLIES OF JAMAICA, N.Y., and S/Sgt James Still of Kentucky are having a regular feud in Hut B-3. Each claims his home town to be the best in the country, and you should hear them trying to convince one another.

WHY DOES STILL PUT UP TWO GI BLANKETS around his cot each night representing the "Walls of Jericho". Couldn't be he wants privacy, or could it?

T/Sgt. KEPT OF BETHELHEM, PA., and T/3rd Arthur Touretz, the Brooklyn Sharpie have lost their canaries Moe and Joe. The birds passed away when winter set in, but they were buried with full military honors by Steve, our houseboy.

T/Sgt. GEORGE KURZ, THE BAYONET TROUBADOUR has his own private garden around Hut B-6. He sweats out a package of seeds in the mail each week. Really adds beauty to the old homestead, doesn't it?

OVERHEARD IN THE MESS HALL A FEW WEEKS ago - S/Sgt. Mc Kenna, Hq. to Cpl Cummings, Hq.- quote "For a guy who complains about the food so much you eat more than any two men put together!" Seems to be a rivalry between Vaccari and Cummings as to who can eat the most.

NOMINATIONS FOR BIGGEST GRIPES SPREADERS in the group, Cpl. Cummings, Hq., and Cpl. Stejko, Sup 2. (Ed. Note, "so far Cummings has been 98% right.")

THERE'S AN ILL WIND BLOWING AROUND IN HUT B-3 and everyone is seeking its direction.

OFFICIAL


THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY

Sgt. A.C.

MOVIES: ROCVILLE, Flight For Freedom, with Fred Mac Murray and Rosalind Russell. (Also Bingo and Bank Night) Bushtown: The Human Comedy, with Mickey Rooney. (Glassware for the ladies) Radio City: Mae West in "She done Him Wrong".

RELIGIOUS SERVICES: JEWISH, tonight at 1815, Group Chapel. CATHOLIC: Mass daily at 1645, Confessions at 1630, St. Louis Chapel, followed by Holy Hour on Friday. Confessions Sat. 1600-1830, St. Louis Chapel. Masses Sunday 0700 and 0800, Bushtown Chapel. Protestant: Sunday at 1830, Group Chapel: Vespers at 1745, Group Chapel.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TODAY: Cpl. George T. Belcher, Rep 2; 1st Sgt. Francis H. Freus, QM. (There'll be some fancy lather ing today in the QA Area). TOMORROW: Cpl. John J. Bradley, QM.

FOUND: FOUNTAIN PEN. INQUIRE AT WHO-DAT OFFICE.

PASSES WILL BE ISSUED FOR A BOXING match in town Sat Night, Aug 7. Officer 7/6, ringside. Enlisted men, ringside 5/. See bulletin boards for details.


NOTE ON HQ. BULLETIN BOARD: Chevrons for sale, see Sgt. Barnet, Sup 2. Whaddya doin' Barney, running a black market? ONE PERSON WHO LISTENS TO MORE GRIPES and groans than the Chaplain is Lt. Sol Jonas, Mass Officer. When asked what is on the menu for the day he always repli "TINE CHOP".

WE HAVE BAD MOVIES ON AIR FORCE, ABKIN GUNNERS, Etc. How about one dedicated to the Fightin' Finance, those pen pushers who keep everyone paid and happy.
PARKERHOUSE BOYS nosed out Wheaton's Headaches 6 to 5 in a final inning rally with Martenson, Sartarsiero and Smith driving in the winning tallies. Small Boys came close to upsetting the Bush Leaguers but Pitcher Gable weakened in the last inning and walked in the winning run. TODAY: Triple M's vs Bush Boys and Men in White vs Thunderheads. TOMORROW: Ding-Hau vs Rocs, umps Rankin and Lindeman, and Jilted GI's vs Duncan Fielders, umps Warren and Pique.

MEM INTERESTED in radio broadcasting will meet 1930 tonight at Special Service building, old Camp.

LATEST STYLES as modeled by "Hank" Saddoris at the movies recently-fatigue pants, khaki shirt and tie, OD hat, field jacket and mosquito boots.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: "If you can't be good, be careful"--Schlobohm.

WAR NEWS

SOUTH PACIFIC: Munda Airfield on New Georgia Island was captured by American troops today, after 35 days of hard fighting. The final assault followed the use of flame throwers against pill boxes. Munda field gives the Allies a base for use against Kila and Koleompenava islands and other key positions in northern Solomons. The fleeing Japs left large stores of food, clothing, damaged guns and several aircraft. Thirteen of 18 Zeros attacking Rondova island were shot down**** Col. Royal L. Gervais just back from the south Pacific reported more than 40,000 Japs were killed in their effort to hold Guadalcanal. Approximately 1500 escaped and 500 were taken prisoner of the 42,000 men there.

RUSSIA: The capture of Belgorod and Orel enemy strongholds on opposite flanks of the Kursk bulge by Soviet Armies was announced today. The fall of Belgorod imperils the German hold on the important base of Kharkov, taken by the Russians last winter but given up after a German counter offensive. The greater part of the Orel garrison of a quarter million men apparently made good its retreat but Russians claim thousands of Nazis are being surrounded in small groups.

SICILY: Following the capture of Catania yesterday, the German rear guard has retreated eighteen miles north for a possible stand in mountain positions. British forces now dominate the highway circling Mt. Etna with the seizure of Centuripe. The American 7th Army in the north has advanced about eight miles beyond Coronia near San Fratello. American and Canadian forces further south are advancing towards Adrian. American warships are pounding enemy defenses along the north coast. Sec. of War Stimson reported American casualties in Sicily up to July 22 as numbering 501 killed, 3,870 wounded and 2,370 missing. British losses are said to be slightly higher than ours. Axis prisoners number about 100,000, the majority of which are Italians.

EURPE: German and Swedish Governments in a joint communiqué announced that transit of German war supplies across Swedish territory will end Aug. 20***Rumania, the Budapest radio announced that new air raid precautions have been installed.

UNITED STATES: Detroit-The Federal Grand Jury has indicted Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corp. and three supervisory employees on five counts, charging sabotage of aircraft parts for US and Great Britain. The Government charges are that imperfect aluminum castings were welded or hammered to conceal defects. FBI chief in Detroit says defects apparently were disguised because of the desire of men to avoid deductions in bonus money due to rejected castings.****Washington-Government financed war facilities program to build plants and machinery to win the war is more than four-fifths complete, with ammunition and explosives plants ninety-five percent complete at the end of June and synthetic rubber program 61 percent.****Sutton, West Va.,- Ten persons are dead, six missing and property damage estimated at one and a half million dollars when flood waters swept mountain settlements.

ONTARIO: Flier Lieutenant Peter Krug has been recaptured at a railway station after his escape Monday night from a prison camp. This was his second attempt.
Ah, you lucky, lucky people! Today, the Fightin' Finance takes over Who Dat, with yours truly, S/Sgt. George R. Schlobohm, acting as guest editor, and my colleague, T/Sgt. John A. Heft taking care of the war news. It's a pleasure folks, I assure you.

One GI who really goes for the food here in a big way is Pvt. Al Vaccari, of Jamaica, N.Y. He just goes from ear to ear when he walks around the mess hall with a tray full of food. Nava had it so good, did you, Al?

PFC James Bliss of Jamaica, N.Y. and S/Sgt. James Still of Kentucky are having a regular feud in Hut B-3. Each claims his home town to be the best in the country, and you should hear them trying to convince one another.

Why does still put up two GI blankets around his cot each night representing the "Walls of Jericho". Couldn't be he wants privacy, or could it?

T/Sgt. Heft of Bethlehem, Pa., and T/3rd Arthur Tourettz, the Brooklyn Sharpie have lost their canaries Ike and Joe. The birds passed away when winter set in, but they were buried with full military honors by Steve, our houseboy.

T/Sgt. George Kurz, the Bayonne Troubadour has his own private garden around Hut B-6. He sweats out a package of seeds in the mail about once each week. Really adds beauty to the old homestead, doesn't it?

Overheard in the Mess Hall a few weeks ago: "Sgt. Mcenna, Hq. to Cpl. Cummings, Hq. quote "For a guy who complains about the food so much you eat more than any two men put together" Seems to be a rivalry between Vaccari and Cummings as to who can eat the most.

Nominations for biggest rumor spreaders in the group, Cpl. Cummings, Hq., and Cpl. Siejo, Sup 2. (Ed. Note: "so far Cummings has been 99% wrong.

There's an ill wind blowing around in Hut B-3 and everyone is seeking its direction.

NOTICE ON Hq. BULLETIN BOARD: Chevrons for sale, see Sgt. Barnet, Sup 2. Why don't Barney, running a black market?

One person who listens to more gripes and groans than the Chaplain is Lt. Col Jones, Mass Officer. When asked what is on the menu for the day he always replies "pink chop".

We have had movies on air force, aerial gunners, etc. How about one dedicated to the Fightin' Finance, those pen pushers who keep everyone paid and happy.
FARKERHOUSE BOYS nosed out Wheaton's Headaches 6 to 5 in a final inning rally with Martenson, Sartarsiero and Smith driving in the winning tallies. Small Boys came close to upsetting the Bush Leaguers but Pitcher Cable weakened in the last inning and walked in the winning run, TODAY: Triple M's vs Bush Boys and Men in White vs Thunderheads. TOMORROW: Ding-Hau vs Rose, ump Rankin and Lindesman, and Jilted GI's vs Duncan Fielders, ump Warren and Pique.

MEN INTERESTED in radio broadcasting will meet 1930-tonight at Special Service building, old Camp.

LATEST STYLES as modeled by "Hank" Sadoris at the movies recently-fatigue pants, khaki shirt and tie, OD hat, field jacket and mosquito boots.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: "If you can't be good, be careful"—Schlobohm.

WAR NEWS

SOUTH PACIFIC: Munda Airfield on New Georgia Island was captured by American troops today, after 35 days of hard fighting. The final assault followed the use of flame throwers against pill boxes. Munda field gives the Allies a base for use against Vila on Kolombangara island and other key positions in northern Solomons. The fleeing Japs left large stores of food, clothing, damaged guns and several aircraft. Thirteen of 18 Zeros attacking Rendova island were shot down*****Col. Royal L. Gervais just back from the south Pacific reported more than 40,000 Japs were killed in their effort to hold Guadalcanal. Approximately 1500 escaped and 500 were taken prisoner of the 42,000 men there.

RUSSIA: The capture of Belgorod and Orel enemy strongholds on opposite flanks of the Kursk bulge by Soviet Armies was announced today. The fall of Belgorod imperils the German hold on the important base of Kharkov, taken by the Russians last winter but given up after a German counter offensive. The greater part of the Orel garrison of a quarter million men apparently made good its retreat but Russians claim thousands of Nazis are being surrounded in small groups.

SICILY: Following the capture of Catania yesterday, the German rear guard has retreated eighteen miles north for a possible stand in mountain positions. British forces now dominate the highway circling Mt. Etna with the seizure of Centuripe. The American 7th Army in the north has advanced about eight miles beyond Coronia near San Fratello. American and Canadian forces further south are advancing towards Adrano. American warships are pounding enemy defenses along the north coast. Sec. of War Stimson reported American casualties in Sicily up to July 22 as numbering 601 killed, 3,870 wounded and 2,870 missing. British losses are said to be slightly higher than ours. Axis prisoners number about 100,000, the majority of which are Italians.

EURPE: German and Swedish Governments in a joint communique announced that transit of German war supplies across Swedish territory will end Aug. 20*****Rumania, the Budapest radio announced that new air raid precautions have been installed.

UNITED STATES: Detroit—The Federal Grand Jury has indicted Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corp. and three supervisory employes on five counts, charging sabotage of aircraft parts for US and Great Britain. The Government charges are that imperfect aluminum castings were welded or hammered to conceal defects. FBI chief in Detroit says defects apparently were disguised because of the desire of men to avoid deductions in bonus money due to rejected castings.*****Washington—Government financed war facilities program to build plants and machinery to win the war is more than four-fifths complete, with ammunition and explosives plants ninety-five percent complete at the end of June and synthetic rubber program 61 percent.*****Sutton, West Va.—Ten persons are dead, six missing and property damage estimated at one and a half million dollars when flood waters swept mountain settlements.

ONTARIO: Flier Lieutenant Peter Krug has been recaptured at a railway station after his escape Monday night from a prison camp. This was his second attempt.
THE SERVICE SQUADRON
Orderly Room now displays a sign reading: Snafu Hut----Get your P-40. We deliver anywhere.

FOUND: In town, a pair of sun glasses; at SSO Midnight show, 2 mess knives. As the SSO is not responsible for the pictures shown, patrons are requested to park weapons at the door.

MOVIES: Tonight, no show. Sunday, Rebecca, with Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine. Bushtown, tonight, Buckskin Frontier; Sunday, Salute for Three.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Sgt Gordon J. Dodge, Sup 2; MONDAY: Capt Richard C. Burgess; Cpl Emmett E. McMillan, Hq; Pvt Richard Montavanti, Rep.

PATRONS OF THE ROCVILLE CINEMA will have the opportunity of selecting the records to be played before the movies. A list of titles will be posted in the SSO, and you can write your name, request, and if you wish, dedicate the selection to your wife, sweetheart, or Chairman of your Local Draft Board. It will be so announced at the movie. This is a homey touch thought up by the SSO, which just revels in homey touches.

STAFF
EDITOR
Sgt Norman C. McKenna, Hq
SPORTS
Sgt Henry Maloy, Sup 2
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THE SERVICE SQUADRON Orderly Room now displays a sign reading: Snafu Hut----Get your P-40. We deliver anywhere.

FOUND: In town, a pair of sun glasses; at SSO Midnight show, 2 mess knives. As the SSO is not responsible for the pictures shown, patrons are requested to park weapons at the door.

MOVIES: Tonight, no show. Sunday, Rebecca, with Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine. Bushtown, tonight, Buckskin Frontier; Sunday, Salute for Three.

SUGGESTIONS FOR NAMES for our theatre are now pouring in: Wog-sy, by Capt Joel H. Smith; Roc-House, by Major Charles L. Wheaton; O'Neal Theatre, by Major Charles E. Black; Rocville Opera House, by Sgt Paul Duncan, Hq; Roc Chester, by S/Sgt Robert F. Board, QM.

THE WOLF
by Sansone

I can think of much pleasant things to do!
Quebec: The sixth conference held by President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, concluding in Quebec, yielded little news. The British Minister of Information declared "When we have rounded up Hitler the full might of the British Empire is going to be given over to the task of destroying the Japanese." It was reported that extensive military discussions had taken place, but no further information was given out. The President sent a message to Gen. Eisenhower congratulating his command on the victory in Sicily: "The Sicilian campaign has successfully completed in accordance with the timing and planning of the Allies has thrilled all of us. This is especially true when we realize that the enemy forces on Sicily amounted to 405,000 men. The events of the past 38 days show what can be done by team work based on preparation, timing and above all, on gallantry on land, on seas and in the air. From the ancient citadel of Quebec I send you my warm congratulations and to the officers and men under your command, British, Canadian, and French and American my thanks and enthusiastic appreciation. Tell them well done." 

Sicily: The US Navy captured the seven islands of the Lipari and Stromboli chain north of Sicily and 37 miles west of the mainland. The group is known as the Aeolian islands. US Marines took the main islands, Stromboli and Lipari, the first time Marines have taken part in the fighting on Axis territory in Europe. Latest reports are that the Germans are withdrawing from the lips of Italy to establish a defense line 50 miles north of the toe. Allied artillery and warships continue to bombard Axis positions along the coastline of Italy, while US B-17s and B-24s bombed Foggia, 80 miles northeast of Naples; other Allied planes struck at rail lines running north from the battle area. It was revealed that the Allied Medical Corps made its quickest evacuation of wounded men when it accomplished the feat in 3 hours.

SW Pacific: Americans and Australians made new gains around Salamaua, penetrating the Jap outer defenses, where they found 500 Jap dead. Allied planes returned for a third consecutive attack on Wewak, to find a non-concentration of enemy planes there. 30-35 Jap fighters met them, and of this number 19 were shot down. 6 planes were probables, and 5 planes on the ground were destroyed. The Allies lost 2 planes.

Russia: The Red Army captured Lwedin, 90 miles northwest of Kharkov, a position which enables them to threaten the rail junction at Sumy. At other places on the Kharkov front the Reds gained 3 to 6 miles. German resistance on the Bryansk front continues to be strong, but the Russian line is holding, and the Germans are suffering heavy losses in men and material.

Europe: The governor and vice-governor of Rome resigned. The British Ambassador to Spain, Sir Samuel Hoare, went to Coruna, to confer with Generalissimo Francisco Franco and Gen. Count de Jordans, the Spanish Foreign Minister. Zurich reported that Frau Hermann Goering and Frau Paul Joseph Goebbels established residence in a castle on the German shores of Lake Constance within easy reach of Switzerland.

United States: Commenting on a radio broadcast by King Victor Emmanuel, in which the King assured Sicilians they would soon be re-united to Italy, Acting Sec of State Sumner Welles said that might well be after obtaining a smashing victory in Sicily the Allies can soon be expected to occupy all of Italy as well. Five coal mines, run by the Government since the coal strike, have been returned to private operation, as production in them is normal. The Wright Aeronautical Corporation was severely criticized by the Truman Committee, and warned that unless it improved management and production the government would take over....6000 Jap planes held in the US will be exchanged for an equal number of American held by Japan. The exchange will take place in Portuguese territory in India. The Post Office announced that now is the time to do Christmas shopping for men overseas. Packages must be mailed between September 15 and October 15, and can't be sent overseas after that without a written request from the sol-
**WHO DAT?**
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**BUSH LEAGUERS** play Jilted GIs today at 1630; tomorrow the Rocs play Parker House Boys at 1630.

**BINGO AT THE PX TONIGHT**, prizes and presents for those having birthdays from August 18 to August 24 inclusive. Coffee and donuts dispensed by Red Cross girls.

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW** to Col H H Tellman, Group CO; T/Sgt Toralf Christiansen, Rep; Sgt James F Cunningham, Rep 2.

ANOTHER ROCVILLE ENTRANT in the Labor Day track and field meet is Sgt Ed Storer, Med, for the 200, 880 and 1 mile run.

**BIBLE CLASS TONIGHT** at 1900; Speech Class at 1930, in the Group Chapel.

---

**NW PACIFIC FRONT**

---

**OFFICIAL**

O.D., August 25, 1st Lt George H Cos.

O.D., August 24, 1st Lt Joseph C Johnson. O.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

---

**THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY**

---

---

MOVIES: Tonight, no show. Buicktown, Air Raid Wardens, with Laurel and Hardy.

---

**THE KITCHEN GETS PLENTY PUBLICITY today:**

**PAUL QUINN IS MADE SERGEANT**

Serving Now in North Africa

---

---

---

---

ANOTHER MEMBER of the Mess Staff, S/Sgt Jesse Overton Rep 2 received some verse from Miss Jane Hoover:

I looked long at a map today
And oh, it is so far
Across the little painted squares
To the one where you are
I breathed a single wishing kiss
Across the starry blue
And unless it tangled in the stars
It should be reaching you.

It did, Jesse says.

NORTHWEST PACIFIC MAP at left shows the relation of American and Japanese bases.

---

The Kuji chain belongs to Japan.
RUSSIA: The Red Army cut the only railway connecting Taganrog, on the Black Sea, with the Nazi rear lines. This action was part of the Russian drive southwest from Voroshilovgrad. German counterattacks were beaten off in this sector. Contrary to German reports that they had evacuated Kharkov and retreated in good order, Premier Stalin said that they had been driven out of the city after fierce fighting. The Reds closed in on the city from the north, east and west, and are now advancing out of the city to the south and southwest. Kharkov was found in ruins, with fires still burning and all utilities destroyed. The Soviets are now between 30 and 40 miles from Poltava where the Germans are expected to make a stand.

NW PACIFIC: Americans and Canadians made an unopposed landing on Segula Island, about 20 miles east of Kiska. Segula is a rocky island 5 miles square. On Kiska the Americans found 3 midget Jap submarines on a marine railway. They were the type used by the Japs at Pearl Harbor...

SW PACIFIC: American light naval vessels shelled Pinschäffen, on New Guinea from close range, last night. (Bombardment of a land air base by surface craft indicates that the base has been neutralized, or at least weakened.) Kendari, Casmatu and other Jap bases were heavily hit by Allied bombers. Outside Salamaua Americans and Australians continued a slow advance...In the central Solomons, Americans landed on Bangail Island off the west coast of New Georgia, and captured enemy artillery which had been shelling Americans on Munda...

NORTH AFRICA: Reynolds Packard, UP correspondent, reported that vast convoys of men and material, including new weapons, and new model Spitfires, were arriving in North Africa...

ITALY: Axis plane losses in the last 4 days rose to 114, after the last raid on Naples, when American Marauders shot down 34 German planes of nearly 100% which rose to intercept them. The raid virtually smashed the rail yards of Salerno south of Naples. The RAF struck at another point near Naples, while Liberators attacked the rail yards at Bari, chief commercial port in south Italy...

EUROPE: The RAF made another large scale raid on Berlin, dropping between 1500 and 2000 tons of bombs. New AA defenses were found, and it appeared that large numbers of citizens had fled the city...Intruder patrols ranged over the continent as far as Hanover, Germany...5 German raiders were shot down over the east coast of England...In London British Aircraft Production Minister Sir Stafford Cripps said that the United Nations would do nothing to hamper the people of liberated countries in choosing their future leaders provided the leaders had demonstrated during the war their opposition to Fascism...The safest and best form of government, said Cripps, is that which the people themselves choose freely even if we do not think it is the best kind of government for them...

CHINA: American Liberators shot down 55 Jap fighters and probably destroyed 9 more and damaged 2 in an intense 45 minute engagement over Hankow. The Liberators blasted Hankow, in Jap hands...Jap planes raided Chungking, capital of China for the first time in almost 2 years but were chased away from the city proper by American planes...

UNITED STATES: 53 coal mining companies were returned to private operation by the Government, as coal production returned to expected output, after the drop during the strike. The Government expects to return more mines soon to private operators...Frozen turkeys left Alma Michigan on the way to overseas forces to arrive in time for Thanksgiving...The National Industrial Conference Board finds that Americans pay 27% income taxes this year, while Britiisher pay 40%, and that Americans will pay 33% in 1944...Douglas Aircraft completed its 2000th military cargo and troop transport plane...
LEAGUE play jilted GIs today at 1630; tomorrow the Roos play Parker House Boys at 1630.

BINGO AT THE PX TONIGHT, prizes and presents for those having birthdays from August 18 to August 24 inclusive. Coffee and donuts dispensed by Red Cross girls.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Col F H Tellman, Group CO; T/Sgt Toralf Christiansen, Rep; Sgt James F Cunningham, Rep 2.

ANOTHER ROCVILLE ENTRANT in the Labor Day track and field meet is Sgt Ed Storer, Med, for the 200, 880 and 1 mile run.

BIBLE CLASS TONIGHT at 1900; Speech Class at 1930, in the Group Chapel.

NW PACIFIC FRONT

I looked long at a map today
And oh, it is so far
Across the little painted squares
To the one where you are
I breathed a single wishing kiss
Across the starry blue
And unless it tangled in the stars
It should be reaching you.

It did, Jesse says.

NORTHWEST PACIFIC MAP at left shows the relation of American and Japanese bases. #1 is Attu, American base nearest to Jap territory; from Attu to Paramushir, Jap base at #3, it is 760 miles. From Attu to Tokyo it is 2275 miles. The Kurile chain belongs to Japan.
RUSSIA: The Red Army cut the only railway connecting Taganrog, on the Black Sea, with the Nazi rear lines. This action was part of the Russian drive-southwest from Voroshilovgrad. German counter attacks were beaten off in this sector. Contry to German reports that they had evacuated Kharkov and retreated in good order, Premier Stalin said that they had been driven out of the city after fierce fighting. The Reds closed in on the city from the north, east and west, and are now advancing out of the city to the south and southwest. Kharkov was found in ruins, with fires still burning and all utilities destroyed. The Soviets are now between 30 and 40 miles from Poltava where the Germans are expected to make a stand.

NW PACIFIC: Americans and Canadians made an unopposed landing on Segula Island, about 20 miles east of Kiska. Segula is a rocky island 5 miles square. On Kiska the Americans found 3 midget Jap submarines on a marine railway. They were the type used by the Japs at Pearl Harbor...

SW PACIFIC: American light naval vessels shelled Finschafen, on New Guinea from close range last night. (Bombardment of a land air base by surface craft indicates that the base has been neutralized, or at least weakened.) Kendari, Gasmata and other Jap bases were heavily hit by Allied bombers. Outside Salamaua Americans and Australians continued a slow advance...In the central Solomons, Americans landed on Bangai Island off the west coast of New Georgia, and captured enemy artillery which had been shelling Americans on Munda...

NORTH AFRICA: Reynolds Packard, UP-correspondent, reported that vast convoys of men and material, including new weapons, and new model Spitfires, were arriving in North Africa...

ITALY: Axis plane losses in the last 4 days rose to 114, after the last raid on Naples, when American Marines shot down 34 German planes of nearly 100% which rose to intercept them. The raid virtually smashed the rail yards of Salerno south of Naples. The RAF struck at another point near Naples, while Liberators attacked the rail yards at Bar, chief commercial port in south Italy...

EUROPE: The RAF made another large scale raid on Berlin, dropping between 1500 and 2000 tons of bombs. New AA defenses were found, and it appeared that large numbers of citizens had fled the city...Intruder patrols ranged over the continent as far as Hanover, Germany...5 German raiders were shot down over the east coast of England...In London British Aircraft Production Minister Sir Stafford Cripps said that the United Nations would do nothing to hamper the people of liberated countries in choosing their future leaders provided the leaders had demonstrated during the war their opposition to Fascism...The safest and best form of government, said Cripps, is that which the people themselves choose freely even if we do not think it is the best kind of government for them...

CHINA: American Liberators shot down 35 Jap fighters and probably destroyed 9 more and damaged 2 in an intense 45 minute engagement over Hankow. The Liberators blasted Hankow, in Jap hands...Jap planes raided Chung-King, capital of China for the first time in almost 2 years but were chased away from the city proper by American planes...

UNITED STATES: 53 coal mining companies were returned to private operation by the Government, as coal-production returned to expected output, after the drop during the strike. The Government expects to return more mines soon to private operators...Frozen turkeys left Alma Mishigan on the way to overseas forces to arrive in time for Thanksgiving...The National Industrial Conference Board finds that Americans paid 27% income taxes this year, while Britishers paid 40%, and that Americans will pay 33% in 1944...Douglas Aircraft completed its 2000th military cargo and troop transport plane...
BUSH LEAGUERS play jilted GIs today at 1630; tomorrow the Rock play Parker House Boys at 1630.

BINGO AT THE PX TONIGHT, prizes and presents for those having birthdays from August 16 to August 24 inclusive. Coffee and donuts dispensed by Red Cross girls.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Col H H Tallman, Group CO; T/Sgt Toralf Christiansen, Rep; Sgt James F Cunningham, Rep 2.

ANOTHER ROCVILLE ENTRANT in the Labor Day track and field meet is Sgt Ed Storer, Med, for the 200, 880 and 1 mile run.

BIBLE CLASS TONIGHT at 1900; Speech Class at 1930, in the Group Chapel.

---Headline in a Gastonia, N.C. paper, from the home town of Sgt Paul Quinn, Sup. Quinn had better get back to the kitchen from North Africa onetime, before Lt Jonas calls the roll.

ANOTHER MEMBER of the Mess Staff, S/Sgt Jesse Overton Rep 2 received some verse from Miss June Hoover:

I looked long at a map today
And oh, it is so far
Across the little painted squares
To the one where you are
I breathed a single wishing kiss
Across the starry blue
And unless it tangled in the stars
It should be reaching you.

It did, Jesse says.

NORTHWEST PACIFIC MAP at left shows the relation of American and Japanese bases:
- #1 is Attu, American base nearest to Jap territory; from Attu to Paramushir Jap base at #3, it is 750 miles. From Attu to Tokyo it is 2275 miles. The Kickle chain belongs to Japan.
RUSSIA: The Red Army cut the only railway connecting Taganrog, on the Black Sea, with the Nazi rear lines. This action was part of the Russian drive southwest from Voroshilovgrad. German counter attacks were beaten off in this sector. Contrary to German reports that they had evacuated Kharkov and retreated in good order, Premier Stalin said that they had been driven out of the city after fierce fighting. The Reds closed in on the city from the north, east and west, and are now advancing out of the city to the south and southwest. Kharkov was found in ruins, with fires still burning and all utilities destroyed. The Soviets are now between 30 and 40 miles from Poltava where the Germans are expected to make a stand.

NW PACIFIC: Americans and Canadians made an unopposed landing on Segula Island, about 20 miles east of Kiska. Segula is a rocky island 5 miles square. On Kiska the Americans found 3 midget Jap submarines on a marine railway. They were the type used by the Japs at Pearl Harbor.

SW PACIFIC: American light naval vessels shelled Finschafen, on New Guinea from close range, last night. (Bombardment of a land air base by surface craft indicates that the base has been neutralized, or at least weakened.) Kendari, Gasmatu and other Jap bases were heavily hit by Allied bombers. Outside Salmauna Americans and Australians continued a slow advance. In the central Solomons, Americans landed on Bangai Island off the west coast of New Georgia, and captured enemy artillery which had been shelling Americans on Munda.

NORTH AFRICA: Reynolds Packard, UP correspondent, reported that vast convoys of men and material, including new weapons, and new model Spitfires, were arriving in North Africa.

ITALY: Axis plane losses in the last 4 days rose to 114, after the last raid on Naples, when American Marauders shot down 34 German planes of nearly 100 which rose to intercept them. The raid virtually smashed the rail yards of Salerno south of Naples. The RA F struck at another point near Naples, while Liberators attacked the rail yards at Bari, chief commercial port in south Italy.

EUROPE: The RA F made another large scale raid on Berlin, dropping between 1500 and 2000 tons of bombs. New AA defenses were found, and it appeared that large numbers of citizens had fled the city. Intruder patrols ranged over the continent as far as Hanover. Germany. 5 German raiders were shot down over the east coast of England. In London British Aircraft Production Minister Sir Stafford Cripps said that the United Nations would do nothing to hamper the people of liberated countries in choosing their future leaders provided the leaders had demonstrated during the war that their opposition to Fascism. The safest and best form of government, said Cripps, is that which the people themselves choose freely even if we do not think it is the best kind of government for them.

CHINA: American Liberators shot down 35 Jap fighters and probably destroyed 9 more and damaged 2 in an intense 45 minute engagement over Hankow. The Liberators blasted Hankow, in Jap hands. Jap planes raided Chung-King, capital of China for the first time in almost 2 years but were chased away from the city proper by American planes.

UNITED STATES: 53 coal mining companies were returned to private operation by the Government, as coal production returned to expected output, after the drop during the strike. The Government expects to return more mines soon to private operators. Frozen turkeys left Alma Michigan on the way to overseas forces to arrive in time for Thanksgiving. The National Industrial Conference Board finds that Americans paid 27% income taxes this year, while Britons paid 40%, and that Americans will pay 33% in 1944. Douglas Aircraft completed its 2000th military cargo and troop transport plane.
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Special Service News, Camp Newspaper Service and BBC Broadcast Summaries • • • • • August 26, 1943.

JUST A YEAR AGO TODAY you were discovering that you had put in your B bag what you needed in your A bag, and put in your A bag what you needed in your field pack. The things you put in your field pack for use on the train were all at the bottom.

WHEN WE TALKED ABOUT Little Men who got into our field pack A bag and B bag, and moved things around where they weren't supposed to be, others told us we just hadn't packed our things right—until they started to look for things in their baggage. When the Air Forces discovered the devilry done by Gremlins, we knew then that we were right.

THIS REMINISCENCE of barracks bags days suggests a special event for the track and field meet, if someone will trouble to build a steep, swinging gang plank. The event would run like this: The entrant, in full field equipment with rifle slung, is to carry an A bag up a steep gang plank while he answers his first name and middle initial to roll call, and while an assortment of Travel Officers, his own officers and his 1st Sgt bellow at him, "Let's go hard."

THE SECOND LAP in the event would be climbing stairs and narrow gangways through a maze of passages against a traffic of which appeared to be thousands of people who wanted to go the way you were coming from. This heavy traffic included the ship's Captain, his 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th mates; all the Engineer Officers; the Steward, the Carpenter and the crew of the Captain's gig.

THE THIRD LAP in our gangplank derby is piling into a bunk with your field equipment and rifle still on your back, and your A bag around your neck. The trick was to get yourself and full baggage into one bunk.

THE LAST LAP is sleeping with an A bag under your bent knees, or between your legs and your helmet, gas mask and other items tucked into your ribs, stomach, small of your back, or swinging overhead.

LEST WE FORGET: Capt Head-End Gangway, the MP Officer who was out to lose friends and alienate people.
UNITED STATES: In his 11th report on Lend-Lease affairs, President Roosevelt told Congress that he was appealing to Axis nations to accept unconditional surrender with the assurance of political freedom and economic security. He said that if despotic leaders were overthrown the United Nations would provide food and medicine and help the restoration of the countries in a democratic way. Lend-Lease aid now totals just under 14 billion dollars. Aid to other United Nations alone was more than 1 billion. The total figure is 125 of all US war cost. 50% of Lend-Lease is for munitions; 21% for industrial products; 14% for agricultural products; 15% for shipping and plant facilities in the US. Arthur Farnsworth, 35, husband of screen star Bette Davis, is in a critical condition from skull fracture. He was found unconscious on Hollywood Boulevard. The cause of his injury is unknown...Helen Robar, 42, a war worker in a piston ring factory in Baltimore gave birth to her eighth child soon after quitting work. She reported for work as usual at midnight, but plant officials sent her on a 60 day sabbatical, although she didn’t think it was necessary...A super-assembly plant for attack bombers will be built soon in California. It will be managed by Americans, but the workers will be Chinese and Americans of Chinese descent...
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JUST A YEAR AGO TODAY you were discovering
that you had put in your B bag what you needed in your A Bag, and put in your
A bag what you needed in your field pack.
The things you put in your field pack for use on the train were all the bottom.

WHEN WE TALKED ABOUT Little Men who got
into our field pack, A bag and B bag, and
moved things around to where they weren't supposed to be, others told us we just
hadn't packed our things right—until they started to look for things in their
baggage. When the Air Forces discovered the devilry done by Gremlins, we knew
then that we were right.

THIS REMINISCENCE of barracks bags days,
suggests a special event for the track
and field meet, if someone will trouble
to build a steep, swinging gang plank. The
event would run like this: The entrant, in
full field equipment, with rifle slung, is
to carry an A bag up a steep gang plank
while he answers his first name and mid-
dle initial to roll call, and while an as-
sortment of Travel Officers, his own of-
icers, and his 1st Sgt bellow at him, "Let's
go hard."

THE SECOND LAP in the event would be climb-
ing stairs and narrow gangways through a
maze of passages against a traffic of what appeared to be thousands of people
wanted to go the way you were coming from.
This heavy traffic included the ship's
Captain, his 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th mates;
all the Engineer Officers; the Steward,
the Carpenter and the crew of the Captain's
 gig.

OFFICIAL
O.D., August 26, 1st Lt Sol M Jonas, O.D.,
August 27, Capt Joel H Smith. O.D. may
be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY
CAPT, A.G.

MOVIES: No show in Rockville, Bushtown,
Reveille with Beverley.

A GENERAL PROTESTANT Communion Service
will be held in the Group Chapel, at
1900 tonight.

CHOIR REHEARSAL in the Chapel at 1930.

ANOTHER ENTRANT in the Ping Pong tourn-
ament is Pfc Raymond Haber, Rep. Let's
have more entries so that we can start
the tournament on time. S/Sgt Frank
Campbell says he is in the pink and
doesn't want to go soft.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Sgt Burton
A. Duke, Hq; Pvt Lee E. Williams, Rep 2.
TODAY: S/Sgt Louis E. Bradley, Sup 2.

AN ALL BEETHOVEN program of recordings
at the PX tonight at 1930.

THE THIRD LAP in our gangplank derby
is piling into a bunk with your field
equipment and rifle still on your back,
and your A bag around your neck. The
trick was to get yourself and full bag-
gage into one bunk.

THE LAST LAP is sleeping with an A bag
under your bent knees, or between your
legs and your helmet, gas mask and
other items tucked into your ribs,
stomach, spall of your back, or swing-
ing overhead.

LEST WE FORGET: Capt Heads-Up Gangway,
the MP Officer who was cut to LOSE
FRIENDS AND ALIENATE PEOPLE.
MEDITERRANEAN: American Liberators attacked Foggia in southern Italy, hitting a railway bridge. 7 enemy planes were shot down. All Allied planes returned safety...An Italian cruiser of the Garibaldi type was left burning when found fleeing from the bombed ports of south Italy...A complete provisional hospital was moved by planes to various points in Sicily, wherever most needed...The Rome Radio announced that the Italian government had asked the Vatican and Swiss government to notify the Allies that Rome is being demilitarized. There was no official word of any messages to this effect from the Vatican or Swiss sources...Rome Radio reported the death of Gen Ettore NittiMuti, but gave no details. He was one of Fascism's early heroes...Two of the world's fastest warships, the French heavy destroyers La Fantasque and Le Terrible are now in service with the Mediterranean Fleet. They do about 45 knots. They were refitted in the US...

RUSSIA: The Red Army captured Zinkof, about 80 miles west of Kharkov yesterday. It is an important road center and is less than 30 miles from the railway linking Poltava with Kiev...In the South, the Russians continued to gain in their drive south of Izyum along the Mius River, which threatens the German hold on Taganrog.

SW PACIFIC: Australians are now a mile from Salamaua airfield on the west, while the Americans have cleared the road to the south...

UNITED STATES: In his 11th report on Lend-Lease affairs, President Roosevelt told Congress that he was appealing to Axis nations to accept unconditional surrender with the assurance of political freedom and economic security. He said that if despotic leaders were overthrown the United Nations would provide food and medicine and help the restoration of the countries in a democratic way. Lend-Lease aid now totals just under 14 billion dollars. Aid to other United Nations alone was more than 1 billion. The total figure is 125 of all US war cost. 50% of Lend-Lease is for munitions; 21% for industrial products; 14% for agricultural products; 15% for shipping and plant facilities in the US...Arthur Farnsworth, 35, husband of screen star Bette Davis is in a critical condition from skull fracture. He was found unconscious on Hollywood Boulevard. The cause of his injury is unknown...Helen Robar, 42, a war worker in a piston ring factory in Baltimore gave birth to her eighth child soon after quitting work. She reported for work as usual at midnight, but plant officials sent her on a 60 day furlough, although she didn't think it was necessary...A super-assembly plant for attack bombers will be built soon in California. It will be managed by Americans, but the workers will be Chinese and Americans of Chinese descent...
WHAT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENT or graduate thinks as a soldier is what the National Education Association would like to know. Chaplain Lewis has asked to draw this inquiry to the attention of high school students or graduates now in the Army. They want answers to these questions:

Do you look upon soldiering as an educational experience or as work?
Do you think Army experience is negative or positive as far as living and postwar values are concerned?
What did you learn in secondary school which made it easy for you to adjust yourself to Army life?
What studies made such adjustment hard?
What do you find in Army life which makes it easy for you to get adjusted to being a GI?

You might answer these questions in a letter or composition, with any enlightening remarks you wish to add. Give them to the Chaplain.

IT'S BEAUTIFUL, Major, but it isn't military: We mean those bright bougainvillea blossoms decorating Major Roseberry's jeep.

WACTIVITIES, camp paper published by the 2nd WAC Training Center, Daytona Beach, Fla., will soon be seen in our Library. T/Sgt Marion O'Brien has written for an exchange with WHO DAT. We'll see what can be done about an exchange of some African veterans for some American WACS.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
"If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous, he will not bite you.
This is the principal difference between a dog and a man."

--- Mark Twain

SGT MERRIAM and CPL SADDOMIS have been stewing over a problem: Suppose a plane could travel at 1,000 mph, and from the tail gun a bullet was fired, with a muzzle velocity of 1,000 mph, aimed in the direction opposite to the direction of the plane. What happens to the bullet and why?

ANOTHER ENTRANT in the Ping Pong Tournament is CPL Raymond Till, Rep.
Most reports of what happened in Denmark come from Danish sailors and others who reached safety in Sweden in the last minute flight of anti-Nazis who could leave the country. Martial law was imposed in Denmark after the Nazi authorities demanded the arrest of Danish patriots carrying on sabotage of the German war effort in Denmark. King Christian refused to sign the order imposing martial law, and threatened to abdicate if the Danish government approved the law. Christian is said to be in prison now, and the government, headed by Premier Scavenius, resigned in face of the German demands. Martial law was declared by the Nazi occupying authorities, following hours of fighting between Nazi troops and Danish sailors, Royal Guardsmen and civilians. King Christian ordered the resistance to stop. The entire Danish navy of 60 vessels, mostly small craft, was scuttled, with the exception of one sunk by German planes when it sought to escape. 9 vessels reached Sweden safely before the scuttling. Nazi tank troops are now patrolling the streets of Copenhagen while Nazi planes fly overhead. The German news agency accused Swedish papers of being arrogant and having a provocative attitude of late...

BULGARIA: Sofia, the capital, was reported, according to London, under martial law with crowds shouting "Peace before it is too late." The German Embassy was reported stoned. The Philoff-Cabinet convened in extraordinary session. The six-year old son of the late King Boris, Prince Simeon will ascend the throne. German sources continued to deny reports that King Boris had been shot by the Nazis...

RUSSIA: The big port of Taganrog, on the Sea of Azov, held by the Germans for two years, has been evacuated. This is the first break on the extreme southern wing of the German line in many months, and was undoubtedly brought about by the Russian successes at Stalingrad and further north. The Germans left the roads leading to Taganrog and beyond it strewn with mines. On the Kharkov front, to the north, the Russians took Lyubotin, breaking through the Nazi lines by storm. The rail line linking Bryansk to Kiev was threatened by a Russian advance beyond Sevsk...Further north, the Germans say the Soviets have broken through their lines in the region of Smolensk...

ITALY: Liberators of the 9th USAF took for their target the port of Taranto, on the heel of the Italian boot, and hit the rail station and yards, and damaged a cruiser and another ship in the outer harbor. All planes returned safely. 28 enemy aircraft were shot down in new raids by Allied planes on four Italian rail junctions. More than 100 Fortresses escorted by Lightnings hit rail yards at Termi, 50 miles north of Rome. 6 enemy interceptors were shot down, out of 40. Lightnings and Marauders raided Aversi, near Naples and destroyed 12 of 30 Nazi planes. Mitchell medium bombers and Lightnings destroyed 8 planes in a raid on Cancello. Light bombers raided La Mezia in southern Italy. Fighter bombers swept the island of Sardinia and destroyed 6 enemy fighters. From all operations 8 Allied planes are missing...From Istanbul came reports that German troops had prevented the arrest of 30 Fascist party officials hiding in the German embassy in Rome. The Berlin radio announced the arrest of several other Fascist leaders including Dr. Carlo Ravasio, former Deputy Secretary General of the Party...Pope Pius will broadcast a special message over the Vatican Radio and all Italian stations on September 1 at 1115 GMT...

SW PACIFIC: Americans landed on Arundel Island, northwest of New Georgia at the end of the Kula Gulf, between New Georgia and Kolombonagara. Allied forces on New Georgia were forced to give way before Jap counter attacks around Salamaua. Allied aircraft sank 20 enemy barges east of Litt. 3 enemy ships were damaged and 30 more barges were sunk by Allied planes between Wewak and Medang. Heavy bombers raided Dili on Timor and left fires burning...

UNITED STATES: American seal hunters took 117,000 seal skins on the Pribilof Islands north of Dutch Harbor, the past summer; they were within bombing range of the Japs at Kiska...Elissa Landi and Curtis Kinney Thomas, an author, were married at Christ Church, New York...

EUROPE: The USAF set a new worlds record on the twin Regensburg and Schweinfurt raids on August 17 when they shot down 307 Nazi fighters, according to official figures. The previous record for the USAF was 87 destroyed at Williams Haven and